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1 Introduction
Batteries are used everywhere, such as smart phones, notebook computers,
wearable devices, handheld electronic products, smart small appliances, etc.
Users always want to know the battery temperature, voltage, current, capacity,
how long it can be fully charged, and how long the battery will be exhausted.
During the charging process, it is very important to ensure the safety of battery
charging and provide a smooth and controllable charging curve. The above
requirements are expected to be realized by a smart charger. A smart charging
solution implemented with LPC845 is recommended.

Based on the Arm® Cortex®-M0+ core, LPC84x is a low-cost, 32-bit MCU family
operating at frequencies of up to 30 MHz. The LPC84x MCU family supports up
to 64 KB of flash memory and 16 KB of SRAM. This family features exceptional
power efficiency in the low-current mode using the FRO as the clock source.
The peripheral complement of the LPC84x MCU family includes:

• One CRC engine

• Four I2C-bus interfaces

• Up to five UARTs

• Up to two SPI interfaces

• One multi-rate timer

• Self-wake-up timer

• SCTimer/PWM

• One general purpose 32-bit counter/timer

• One DMA

• One 12-bit ADC

• Two 10-bit DACs

• One analog comparator

• Function-configurable I/O ports through a switch matrix

• One input pattern match engine

• Up to 54 general-purpose I/O pins
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2 Overview

2.1 Function block diagram

Figure 1. Function block diagram

LPC845 periodically communicates with smart battery through SMBUS bus to obtain battery information and dynamically controls
PWM output to adjust charging voltage. At the same time, the charging status is displayed through LEDs and the charging
information is displayed through the LCD screen.

2.2 System diagram
Figure 2 shows the system diagram, including NXP LPC845 battery charger board, +12 Adapter, smart batter, LCD, and emulator.
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Figure 2. System diagram

The system can charge smart batteries with a nominal voltage of 8.4 V. During the charging process, the battery voltage, current,
temperature, and charging time are displayed on the LCD screen in real time. In the process of developing the program, we use
LPC-link2 emulator to download it to the MCU, you can use any other emulators with 1.27' 10-pin SWD connector such as J-Link,
U-Link, etc. Of course, the charging sequence can also be drawn in real time through the FreeMASTER software. In the charging
process, it has gone through four stages: pre-charging, constant current charging, constant voltage charging, and charging full.

3 Hardware

3.1 Hardware overview
Figure 3 shows a complete demonstration system, including charger board, LCD, smart battery, and power adapter.
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Figure 3. Hardware overview

Use 12 V and 5 A adapter as power supply. It provides the power supply for the charger board and voltage and current source for
the charging battery. For the voltage source for battery charging, the standard voltage of the smart battery is 8.4 V and the LCD
is a 320 × 240 resolution TFT screen.
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3.2 System connection

Figure 4. System connection
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3.3 Charger board

Figure 5. Charger board

The charger board includes the following modules:

• +12 V power socket: Connecting the 12 V power adapter

• Total 64 pins of MCU are led out: Providing signals such as SPI to drive LCD screen

• Smart battery interface: Connecting the smart battery

• Emulator interface: Connecting the MCU debugger

• Onboard LDO: Providing the 3.3 V power

• Board bulk circuit: Providing the adjustable voltage to the battery

• MCU controller: LPC845
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3.4 Smart battery

Figure 6. Smart battery

The battery pack is a smart battery, consisting of two Li-ion batteries with a standard voltage of 8.4 V. The battery package contains
a Li-Ion battery pack manager chip named bq40z50. The battery pack supports Two-Wire SMBus v1.1 interface to communicate
with the MCU. In addition, the battery pack contains a PTC thermistor of 10 k value and the MCU can sample the voltage through
the ADC to calculate its temperature.

Figure 7. PTC thermistor

3.5 LCD display board
LCD board is from Waveshare, one 2.8-inch Touch LCD Shield for Arduino.

Its features are as below:
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• Resistive touch screen TFT LCD, 2.8 inch, 320 × 240 resolution

• Standard Arduino interface, compatible with development boards, such as: Arduino UNO

• Controlled via SPI, only a few Arduino pins are used

3.6 Emulator
Jointly developed by NXP and Embedded Artists, the LPC-Link 2 is an extensible and stand-alone debug probe that can be
configured to support various development tools and IDEs with a variety of different downloadable firmware images. It can also
be used as an evaluation board in its own right for the NXP LPC4370 triple core MCU.

Figure 8. Emulator

3.7 AC adaptor
The adapter converts 220 V AC to 12 V 5A DC power to provide power for the board and battery. Readers can use other DC power
supply instead.

Figure 9. AC adaptor

4 Software
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4.1 Source code

Figure 10. Source code

The code is developed on the MDK Keil5.28 IDE platform and uses the latest official SDK software development kit (SDK2.7.0).
According to functional requirements, the peripherals include UART, SPI, I2C, Ctimer, Multimer, ADC.

Their functions are as below:

• UART is used to drive serial output.

• SPI is used to drive the LCD screen.

• I2C is responsible for communicating with the battery pack.

• Ctimer generates PWM wave to control bulk circuit.

• Multimer generates periodic interrupts for periodic sampling and modulation.

• ADC is used to collect thermistor voltage and calculate temperature.
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4.2 Program flow chart

Figure 11. Program flow chart

The battery charging process includes four stages:

• Pre-charging stage

The pre-charging phase is to prevent battery damage due to sinking a large current when the voltage is too low. Only when
it exceeds a certain voltage, it enters the constant current charging.

• Constant current stage

Constant current charging is the main stage of the battery. The battery obtains most energy in the constant current stage. At
this stage, the battery voltage continues to rise.

• Constant voltage stage

When a relatively high voltage is reached, it enters the constant voltage charging stage. The constant voltage stage is the end
work, when the battery is close to full capacity. At this time, it is not appropriate to provide a large current but a stable voltage
instead. The charging current continues to decrease.

• Charging full

When the current reaches a small value, it can be considered that the battery is fully charged.
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4.3 PWM generation

Figure 12. PWM generation

PWM is used to adjust the output voltage of the bulk circuit and generated by Ctimer.

The counter/timer block is designed to count cycles of the APB bus clock or an externally supplied clock and can optionally
generate pulse width modulator via match outputs. In this application, the 15 MHz APB clock is used as the clock source for Ctimer.
The frequency of PWM is 70 kHz. The minimum duty cycle is five hundredths. Generate different charging voltages and charging
currents by generating PWM waves with different duty cycles.
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4.4 SMbus communication

Figure 13. SMbus communication

There are four I2C modules in the LPC845 which support SMBus. I2C1 is selected for the communication bus between the MCU
and the battery. Read the value of the battery-related register from the given device address to get the charging information such
as voltage, current, temperature, etc.
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4.5 Temperature sample

Figure 14. Temperature

GPIO outputs a high voltage to supply power for thermistor and then, according the voltage on thermistor, calculates the actual
temperature of smart battery. If the temperature changes, the resistor value of thermistor changes as well. And the voltage on
thermistor changes. The change can be captured by ADC sampling on MCU.

In LPC845, one 12-bit ADC with up to 12 input channels with sample rates of up to 1.2 Msamples/s. ADC channel 0 is responsible
for sampling the thermistor voltage and the corresponding temperature is calculated. Once an over-temperature situation occurs,
turn off the PWM signal.

4.6 Cycle interrupt

Figure 15. Cycle interrupt
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In LPC845, four channels Multi-Rate Timer (MRT) for repetitive interrupt generation at up to four programmable, fixed rates.
Through the configuration, a polling task can be made every 200 ms. Check the charging status and make related PWM signal
adjustments, this behavior will run through all stages of charging.

4.7 LCD driver

Figure 16. LCD driver

There are two SPI modules on the LPC845, and the 30 MHz clock can be used as the baud rate clock. Excluding delays introduced
by external device and PCB, the maximum supported bit rate for SPI master mode is 30 Mbit/s. Such a fast speed can effectively
improve the refresh rate of the screen.

4.8 FreeMASTER
FreeMASTER is a user-friendly real-time debug monitor and data visualization tool that enables runtime configuration and tuning
of embedded software applications. This application note provides the information of system will display through FreeMASTER,
and the setting of charging stages can be made in the FreeMASTER.

The FreeMASTER install package can be downloaded from NXP website.

Display information include:

• Charging voltage

• Charging current

• Remaining capacity of battery

• Remaining charge time

Setting:

• Cross voltage from pre-charge to CC charge stage

• Cross voltage from CC charge to CV charge stage

• Cross current from CV charge to charge full stage

The charging voltage, current, and remaining capacity of battery are as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. FreeMaster

The variables are as shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Variables

 
The values of variables, g_PreChargeMaxVoltage, g_CCChargeMaxVoltage, g_CVChargeMinCurrent,
can be modified by users. The values of variables, g_Voltage, g_Current, g_RemainingCapacity, can only
be read by user.

  NOTE  

5 Step-by-step demo
1. Connect the adapter, LCD, emulator with charger board.

2. Push down the power switch, comply and download the code into MCU.

3. Push up the power switch and connect battery with charge board.

4. If the battery voltage is lower than g_PreChargeMaxVoltage, it enters the pre-charge mode. When the battery voltage
crosses g_PreChargeMaxVoltage, it enters the constant current charging mode. The constant voltage charging mode starts
when the battery voltage reaches g_CCChargeMaxVoltage. Then the voltage is maintained at g_CCChargeMaxVoltage until
the current drops to g_CVChargeMinCurrent, charging is completed. The states of these four charging stages are as shown
in Figure 19.

Figure 19. State of Charging stages
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6 Charging timing and specifications

Figure 20. Charging timing and specifications

Figure 20 shows the real charging voltage and current curve captured from FreeMASTER. During the entire charging process,
the battery capacity ranges from 94% to 100%. From left to right, there are four stages including pre-charging, constant current
charging, constant voltage charging, and charging completion. They are marked with four colors.

Specification:

1. The range of charging voltage: 6 - 8.4 V

2. Charging voltage (CV charging mode): Set by g_CCChargeMaxVoltage, 8.15 V by default.

3. The range of charging current: 0 - 385 mA.

4. Charging current (CC charging mode): 350 mA

5. Charging time from empty to full: about seven hours.

6. Over charging voltage alert: 8.5 V.

7. Over charging current alert: 500 mA.

8. Over temperature alert: 50 degree.
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A Schematic
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